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How to Use This Booklet

1. Read the passages slowly and a couple of
times for a better understanding of the
main topic.
2. You may be tempted to read past the
questions in the ‘before discussion’—
don’t do it!
3. Your voice matters, so please record your
thoughts. Fill up the sides if you don’t
have enough room. Draw all over the
page, if that helps too. Do what works best
for you and helps you work out your
thoughts.
4. During the discussion, don’t be afraid to
speak up; your thoughts are important.
5. Respect others who are speaking. Try not
to intervene when they are explaining
something. Once they finish, don’t be
afraid to ask a follow-up question.
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Introduction
Before we begin, I am in debt to Walter Kaiser and
several of his works. 1 He not only reshaped my
understanding of the Old Testament but the totality of
Scripture. It is because of him I view the Bible and its
message differently.
This booklet is a six-part session used to introduce the
promise woven together throughout the narrative of the
Bible. Think of it as the overarching plan of God. If one
wants to understand the Bible, understand it as one
unbroken promise from the beginning to the end.
You see, when God makes a promise, He never breaks
it, takes it back, or changes it. We live in a day and age,
where a promise does not mean much. Promises of man
are broken all the time, and consequently, we learn to
not trust them. Yet, with God, it is the other way around.
His promises are rooted in who He is. Thus He knows no
different.
While looking together at the significant historical
epochs throughout Israel’s history and the life of the
early church, read the story with a fresh set of eyes.
Let’s jump back in time and attempt to experience what
was experienced during the time it was written. It is
hard reading a story once you know the ending, but it is
especially hard when you come to the story with your
own understanding of the story.
1

See the Bibliography for the list of resources used in this booklet.

Approach the study as if you are a child reading it for
the first time. There are many missing elements in the
story, and I understand that. This booklet is merely
intended to present the underlying message as it
unfolded historically. Once one grasps the message,
they can peel back the pages of Scriptures and read it
how God intended us to read it. As one promise.
It is said we hear more about the Apostle Paul than we
do of the Old Testament. It is true, we know more about
Paul than we do Abraham and David.
1. Discuss your experience studying the Old
Testament. Explain sermons, teachers, books
read, etc.
2. What the relevance of the Old Testament to us in
our time?
3. Write out the story of the Bible in your own words
in one paragraph.
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Record your thoughts:
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Chapter One:

The Blessings of
God
Read: Genesis 1:1-5:4; 2:4-4:4:24; 6-9; 11:1-9
Before discussion:
1. What does the creation event tell you about
God’s design for humanity?
2. How would you describe what happened during
creation and in the garden with Adam and Eve?
3. What was it that God promised to Adam and Eve,
and how might it shape our understanding of
history and God?
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Record your thoughts

Creation

The key to understanding Genesis is understanding the
word “blessing.” When God blesses, it is not the
ordinary understanding of the word blessing. His
blessing carries a significant weight that must not be
taken with a grain of salt.
God, in the beginning, creates all the universe – the
heavens and the earth. He offers His first words of
blessing to the animals to be fruitful and multiply
(1:22). 2

2

The command given by God is the blessing.
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God creates man, the blessing heightens, “...be fruitful,
multiply, fill the earth, and subdue it. Rule the fish of the
sea, the birds of the sky, and every creature that crawls
on the earth (1:28 CSB).”
God creates man in His likeness, both man and female.
Therein, God establishes the foundation for the
universe.
He creates a day of rest and blesses it. He distinguishes
between male and female who are made in the likeness
of God. He ordains man to rule over His creation. When
God completes His creation, he calls it good. His
blessing to humanity is to multiply.
God is the Creator, the source of life which separates
Him from all His creation. God created everything that
surrounds us today. As humans, we strive to explain
why we are here and what came before us. “In the
beginning, God… (1:1)”

The Fall

God placed the tree of knowledge of good and evil in
the garden with Adam and Eve. He told Adam and Eve
to not eat of its fruit (2:17). For if they eat of it, they
would “know” what is not good. God gave them
dominion over everything and only asked them not to
eat of the fruit of one tree.
The serpent in his cunningness and craftiness
approaches Eve, and she succumbs. She is deceived by
his cleverness. Both her and Adam were deceived,
which brought upon the downfall of humanity.
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Judgment was delivered to the serpent, the women, and
the man.
Their disobedience brought forth thorns and thistles.
Sin brought children born to pain, wives turning to her
husband, and man to rule over his wife. 3
God ushers in with a word of promise by putting enmity
between the serpent and the women. Genesis 3:15
(CSB):
I will put hostility between you and the
woman,
and between your offspring and her
offspring.
He will strike your head,
and you will strike his heel.
The promise of a seed to one day deliver a lethal blow
to the head of Satan – both Adam and Eve were
expelled from the garden.

The Flood and Tower of Babel

Man continued to multiply on the earth (6:1) and
continued to do what he wanted. Mans’ heart was full of
evil and did what he thought was right.
God’s heart grieved over His creation, and He desired
to blot them off this earth.

The relationship between a husband and their wife becomes
problematic. There is a desire for wives to rule over their
husband, but husbands are to be the head of the home.
3
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“Noah, however, found favor with the
Lord (6:8).”

God worked through Noah and his family. Noah built an
ark, gathered two of every animal, and for
approximately 370 days, God flooded the earth.
After the waters subsided, the people multiplied and
decided to build a tower to reach the heavens (11:1-9).
God wanted humanity to scatter and populate the earth.
Yet, they desired to build a citadel to reach the
heavens. The people rebelled against God, they
wanted to be famous.
Man still turned his heart away from God, so His
judgments came down upon them again, and God
scattered people all over the earth, confounding their
speech.
At every turn of man’s failure, God responds in with
another word of blessing.
“God’s goal for history, while marked by the insertions
of His word at critically important junctures, was
opposed by man’s continual rejection of five divine
blessings in the areas of work (4:1-16), cultural
achievements (vv. 17-24), a doctrine of work (2:15), the

9

development of the human race (5; 10; 10-32), and the
state (6:1-6).” 4
After Discussion:
1. Describe the events of Genesis 1-11.
2. How would you explain God’s blessings in the
events of Genesis 1-11?
3. Why is it important to understand the promise
God made to Adam and Eve?
4. How does the theology of Genesis relate to
people today?

“Toward an Old Testament Theology.” Toward an Old Testament
Theology, by Walter C. Kaiser, Zondervan Publishing House,
1978, p. 72.

4
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Record your thoughts
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Chapter Two:

The Promise to
Abraham
Read: Genesis 12; 17
Before Discussion:
1. Who is blessed, and what does it mean for
Abraham and Israel?
2. What did God reveal to Abraham?
Record your thoughts

12

This short chapter contains important promises to
Israel. At the beginning of this exchange, you find a
three-fold promise to Abraham (12:1-3).

Bless
you
A great
nation

A great
name
Abraham

A promise was made by God to Abraham. But first
understand, this is a promise from God. It is He who
makes the promise to Abraham. It is a promise that
signifies a close fellowship between one another.
God makes an unconditional, everlasting promise
specifically to Abraham to make him a great nation, a
blessing (of family, prosperity, presence with God),
and a name to be famous. 5

See, “The Covenant with Abraham and Its Historical Setting,”
Cleon Rogers. A covenant in the ancient world is an unconditional
agreement between two. This covenant to Abraham is rooted in
God. The covenant between God and Abraham met all the
customs of the times. This is a “unilateral” not a “bilateral”
covenant.

5
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God places no terms or requirements on this promise to
Abraham. The one to keep the promise resides in the
giver of the promise, not the beneficiary of it.
“Because this covenant is foundational to Israel’s history
and because it plays a major role in God’s dealings with
the nation, its importance cannot be overstressed.” 6

A Great Nation

The implications of being a great nation are enormous.
One needs a family, yet Abraham fathered no children
at this point. One needs people, yet who are they? One
needs enough land for a nation, yet he had not owned it.
The nation needs a ruler, and who is to govern it? The
promise is to Abraham.
Weaving back to the promise God made to Eve of a
“seed,” the LORD appears to Abraham and said, “To
your offspring, I will give this land (12:7 emphasis
mine).” God promised a child after him, who would
inherit the promises. God works through heirs
according to His divine plan. The seed can refer to both
a singular and a plural seed. Singular in that it points to
a future Messiah. The plural in that “seed” moved to the
multiplied decadents of Israel.

A Land

God also promised land. The land in which it is a
blessing to be an everlasting possession (17:1-8). They
would reside and rule as a nation. Land owned by God,
given as a unique “inheritance” (Dt 4:21).

6

Ibid. p 256.
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God will accomplish the work through Abraham.
“Were it not for the larger and more comprehensive
theme of the total promise with all its multifaceted
provisions, the theme of Israel and her land could well
serve as the central idea of the organizing rubric for the
entire canon.” 7

A Blessing to All Nations
The promise to Abraham was an unchanging, eternal
promise which can never be broken. 8 If the emphasis is
needed between all three promises, it lies here:
Abraham, a blessing to all nations.
“The diving promise pointed to a seed, a race, a family,
a man, a land, and a blessing of universal proportions –
all guaranteed, according to Genesis 17, as being
everlasting and eternal. In that purpose, resides the
single plan of God. In that single plan lies a capability of
embracing as much variety and variation as the
progress of revelation and history can engender. In that
unity of goal and method unfolded a march of events
which the writers described and in a series of
interconnectedness interpretation that likewise boldly

“The Promised Land: A Biblical-Historical View,” Walter Kaiser.
p. 302.
8 O. T. Allis, “The Blessing of Abraham,” Princeton Theological
Review, XXV (1927, 263-98). Allis points out how the Abrahamic
Blessing is rendered as passive verb. It is in Abrahams seed shall
all the nations of the earth be blessed.
7
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announced God’s normative views on the whole events
for that generation and those to come.” 9
After Discussion:

1. Who is it that is blessed, and what does it
mean for Abraham and Israel?
2. What did God reveal to Abraham?
3. How does Abraham’s blessing apply to
the nations?

9

Ibid., pp. 39–40.
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Record your thoughts
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Chapter Three:

The Renewal to
David
Read: 2 Samuel 7
Before Discussion:
1. What is the core promise made to King David?
2. Compare the promise here to the promise made
to Abraham.
3. How is this promise connected to the one made
to Abraham?
Record your thoughts
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In this passage, we reach a climax in Israel’s history.
Much happened in history before this passage. For
example:
•
•
•

•
•

Israel became numerous in Egypt.
The Egyptians feared the Jews because of their
numbers, so they enslaved them for 400 years.
They mourned, and God heard their prayers. He
remembered His covenant with Abraham, Isaac
and, Jacob, and used Moses to lead His people
out of Egypt (Exodus).
God delivered the Law to the people of Israel
from Mount Sinai (Exodus).
Israel lived in their land for about 850 years. 10

Even though Israel was under God’s rule, they desired
an earthly king. So, God provided David: “a man after
my own heart (1Sa 13:14).”
God did promise a king through the descendants of
Abraham. A king to come from the line and be chosen
by God (Ge. 17:16), but the people did not want to wait
until God’s appointed person who was David.
In these passages, one finds a blessing that is to come
through David, who would not build the temple. The
man to come is a man of “rest.” The promise is both a
geographical location and a permanent dwelling and a
physical and spiritual one.
An Outline of Key Features:

V. 9… a great nation
10

Israel lost the land to Babylon in 596 BC.
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V. 10… a place for Israel and plant them
V. 12… a seed after you
V. 14… my son
vv. 23-24… God to him and a people to Him.
What was promised to David is to make him a “great
name.” And He will make a “house” out of David (2Sa
7:5-11).
The house here is one of residence, but more – it is a
dynasty. The dynasty must be established by God.
The covenant made to David is embedded in the
original promise provided to Abraham. The
everlasting promise continues to unfold.

Comparison
2 Samuel 7
7:9, "I will make a great
name for you like that of
the greatest on the
earth.”
7:10, “I will designate a
place for my people
Israel and plant them, so
that they may live there
and not be disturbed
again.”
12:12, “I will raise up
after you your
descendant, who will
come from your body,
and I will establish his
kingdom.”

Genesis 12-17
12:2, “I will make you
into a great nation,
I will bless you.”
15:18, “I give this land
to your offspring, from
the Brook of Egypt to the
great river, the
Euphrates River:”
17: 7, “I will confirm my
covenant that is between
me and you and your
future offspring
throughout their
generations.”
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7:14, “I will be his
Ps. 2:7, “I will declare the
father, and he will be my Lord’s decree.
son.”
He said to me, “You are
my Son;
today I have become
your Father (CSB).”
7:23, “…God came to
17:8, “…and, I will be
one nation on earth in
their God.”
order to redeem a
people for himself, to
make a name for
himself, and to perform
for them great and
awesome acts…”
One difference is how God called David, His son.
David to be His and no one else – a gift is given to him,
one of blessing.
“The promise was indeed secure, and the Davidic line
through which the promise was to come was secure,
but whether David and his sons were transmitters or
also personal participants in these benefits as realized
in their times was not secure, only their life of faith and
obedience could determine that.” 11
Once David understood the magnitude of this promise,
he was overcome and began to pray:
“Who am I, Lord God, and what is my
house that you have brought me this far?
What you have done so far was a little
11

Ibid., “Toward an Old Testament Theology,” p. 66.
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thing to you, Lord God, for you have also
spoken about your servant’s house in the
distant future. And this is a revelation
for mankind, Lord God. What more can
David say to you? You know your
servant, Lord God. Because of your
word and according to your will, you
have revealed all these great things to
your servant (2Sa 7:18-21 CSB emphasis
mine).”
David understood this promise was instruction for
humanity! The promise God made to David is a family
to rule forever. The promise involved a king, a
kingdom, and humanity. A dynasty he won’t see in his
time, but one for eternity.
For further reading: (Ac 7:45-46; 2Co 6:18; Jn 7:42; Lk
1:32-33)
After discussion.
1. What was new to the promise to David? Why
him?
2. How was David to enjoy the blessings given to
him?
3. How far did the blessing extend, and what was
his response?
RECORD YOUR THOUGHTS
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Chapter Four:

Jesus and the
Outpouring of
the Holy Spirit
Read: Jeremiah 31: 31-34; Matthew 16:13-20; Luke
22:14-23; Acts 2
Before discussion:
1. What did God promise Jeremiah, and why is it
significant for us to understand?
2. What did Christ announce He will build?
3. What did Christ’s sacrifice enable?
4. What is the significance of the Holy Spirit?
Record your thoughts
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Renewed Covenant – Jeremiah

Jeremiah, a man from a small village, received a word
from the Lord. What was revealed to Jeremiah is that
God would establish a new covenant written on human
hearts. The heirs of this covenant sins will be forgiven,
and they will know God personally.
“Hardly has the exegesis of this passage began when
the interpreter discovers to his great delight and
concentration that he is involved in some of the greatest
theological questions of our day.” 12

Jesus’ Death and Resurrection
The time finally came.
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The long-awaited “seed” was here. The One to
establish the kingdom. The One to crush the serpents
head.
John the Baptist appeared on the scene and preached of
repentance because the kingdom of heaven had come
here (Ma 3:2)!
John proclaimed that physical descent from Abraham
wasn’t enough to make the Jews sons of Abraham (Lk
3:8).
Jesus, soon after preached the kingdom is here. People
needed to turn from their sins to be set free. Yet, Jesus’
followers did not realize at the beginning, He was to
restore a different type of kingdom.
Yet, Christ told them He needed to die and to rise.
Jesus came to establish the kingdom of God, not an
uprising against rulers of the day. For Him to establish
the Kingdom, He would give up His life for the many
(Mk 10:45).
Jesus was sent to be slaughtered.
He was sent to die on a tree.
And there He hung on Calvary.
In his final breath, he uttered, “"It is finished. (Jn 19:30)"
12

“The Old Promise and the New Covenant,” Walter Kaiser. p, 11.
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He was buried.
Three days later, He rose again.
Through God’s Son’s death and resurrection, did God
demonstrate his faithfulness to His promise once again!
The penalty of sin was paid, which inaugurated another
part of God’s plan – the new covenant.
“With the death and resurrection of Christ and the last
days have already begun (Heb 1:1), and God’s grand
plan as announced in the Abrahamic-David-New
Covenant continues to shape history, culture, and
theology.” 13

The Ministry of The Holy Spirit
The pouring out of the Holy Spirit is special for the
people of God. The new covenant is written on our
hearts by the Holy Spirit.
After Discussion:
1. Why were Christ’s death and resurrection so
important?
2. What was the Gospel message Christ preached?
Record your thoughts

13

Ibid., p. 23.
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Chapter Five:

The Church
Read: Ephesians 3 (60 AD)
Before Discussion:
1. How would you explain the connection between
the Church and the promise made to Abraham?
2. In what way is the church central to God’s plan
for creation?
3. What is the mystery described in this passage? In
what way is it “new”?
Record Your Thoughts:
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Understanding the context of this passage is significant
to grasp what Paul is revealing to the church at
Ephesus.
The book of Ephesians is right in the middle of Paul’s
letters. Paul wrote letters that were distributed amongst
the churches in the first century. The natural grouping
of them is by his early letters, middle letters, and later
letters.

• Establish churches
in the Gospel
• Standing firm
• Strong in the
Gospel
Pauls Early Letters
1 & 2 Thes, etc.

Paul's Middle
Letters
• Plan for church
revealed
• Striving together

• Build strong
families (house
hold)
• Appoint leaders
• Pass the "baton"
Paul's Later
Letters 1 & 2 Tim.

Paul, before writing to the Ephesians, battled in a lot of
ways the content and implications of the Gospel
message.
The Holy Spirit was poured out in Acts 2; churches were
planted and spreading all around the Roman empire.
New believers were asking a lot of questions about this
risen Messiah.
People in these churches were either new converts
from pagan backgrounds or Jewish converts. A mix of
false teaching bubbled up, and questions were being
asked about the Old Testament Law and the relationship
it had to Christ's new covenant.
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The Decedent of David came, ministered, died on the
cross, and ascended into heaven, and He now sits at the
right hand of God.
One must imagine churches under the oversight of Paul
and other Apostles discussing the Gospel message.
Paul ensured that the newly planted churches fully
grasped the Gospel. Paul for 10 years before writing
Ephesians, debated, argued, and pleaded with the
churches the Gospel message.
These developments are summed up in his early letters
concluding with the letter to the Romans. 14
A shift in direction for the church takes place in Paul’s
middle letters. Christ reveals to Paul His plan for the
church.
We know this because Paul was first commissioned to
preach the incalculable riches of the Messiah (3:8) – the
Gospel – and secondly, located closer to the end these
verses, “to shed light for all about the administration of
the mystery hidden for ages in God who created all
things (v. 3:9).”
The other portion for Paul’s was to shed light on the
administration (the mystery hidden for ages) – the
mission for the church.

Paul’s early letters are Galatians, 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2
Corinthians, and Romans.
14
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Christ’s mission is that His “multi-faceted wisdom may
now be made known through the church to the rulers
and authorities in the heavens (v. 10).”
I once heard someone remark they felt like a pawn in
God’s plan because the promise was first made to
Israel, and as a Gentile, they were used to make Israel
jealous. In some ways, there is truth to making the Jews
jealous.
But the church was central to God’s plan all along.
Gentiles were part of the plan since the beginning of
time. Only time revealed that by faith, Gentiles are
grafted into the plan of God.
“The Bible says the Church is nothing less than the
body of Christ. It is the bride of Christ (Rev. 21:19), the
flock of God (1 Pet. 5:2), the living temple of the Holy
Spirit (Eph. 2:21-22). Virtually all biblical figures of the
Church emphasize an essential living, love relationship
between Christ and the church. This underscores the
key role of the church in God’s plan and reminds us that
‘Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her’
(Eph. 5:25). If the church is the body of Christ- the mean
of the head’s action in the world – then the Church is an
indispensable part of the gospel, and ecclesiology is
inseparable from soteriology. Therefore. To adopt what
might be called an ‘anti-church stance’ would be to
dilute the very gospel itself and at the same time to
demonstrate a misunderstanding of what the Bible
means by ‘the church.’” 15

15

“The Church in God’s Plan,” Howard Snyder, pp. 55-56.
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How are Gentiles part of the promise God made to
Abraham and David? The promise was made to David
and the descendants after him by faith. Gentiles are by
being grafted in through adoption.
True, Gentiles are not direct descendants of Israel. The
true descendants must be Jews by faith. There is a
distinction, but in no way is it a stumbling block.
Yet, what was hidden for ages was Christ’s mission
through the church so that His wisdom may be known
through the church to all the rulers and authorities.
How? Through Christ’s resurrection, the church is
revealed and empowered by the Holy Spirit with Christ
as Lord. God’s power resides in Christ as head of the
church (all authority is given to Him Mt 28:18). The
power is unleashed through the Holy Spirit. When the
church lays hold of the mission given to her, God’s
power is unleashed.
Who is part of the church? Anyone who believes in the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. It is through the church and
church alone, God’s power is unleashed
After Discussion:
1. How would you explain the purpose of the
church?
2. Why is it important to understand the Gospel
message?
3. What would churches look like today if they
understood their mission?

33

Record your Thoughts:
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Chapter Six:

The Return of
Christ
Read: Acts 3; 1 Corinthians 15:20-58; Revelation
21-22
Before Discussion:
1. Explain up to this point, the story of God’s plan.
2. What is the final stage of God’s promise? Are
there key indications or factors known?
3. How does God plan on completing the promise
He made initially?
Record your Thoughts:
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One of the good things is that no one really knows
exactly when Christ returns on earth. But there are
prophetic clues found in Scripture to enlighten our
understanding.
•
•

Massive conversion of Jews
A mass number of Jews returning to their
promised land.

Before Christ’s ascension, He commissioned His
disciples to go and make disciples of all nations (Ma
25).
After His ascension, the Holy Spirit is unleashed and
dwells in those who believe.
Jesus began to establish His kingdom through the work
of the Apostles. Not only to establish through the work
of the Apostles but anyone who preaches the Kingdom
of God thereafter.
Christ never intended to leave humanity in its current
state. But instead, we live in a time in which Christ will
come back and complete the work that started in
Genesis.
God’s promise since the beginning of time is the
establishment of an everlasting kingdom through the
agency of a human offspring promised to Abraham,
David, and to the prophets. The promise is of a coming
Messiah, Jesus Christ, the Savior, and Lord of the
world. The promise made to Israel was extended to the
Gentiles by faith. He made known the mystery to the
Apostles and prophets the centerpiece of God’s plan--
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that is the mission for the church. The church is to bear
witness to His name to all rulers and authorities. One
day Christ will return a second time and fully restore
the people of God.
Christ is coming back, and it is hope yet to come. It is
our responsibility as believers to spread the Gospel
message until He returns.
And when He does, there will be a new life, new earth,
where there are no more tears and pain.
The everlasting Kingdom shall reign forever.
After Discussion:
1. What is our response to God’s plan since the
beginning of creation?
2. How does the second coming begin the last
stage of God’s plan?
3. In what ways are you participating and helping
in God’s eternal plan?
4. What is it that you hope for?
Record Your Thoughts:
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The Plan Unfolding
39
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